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Abstract—Interference alignment (IA) Precoding is a generalization of beam forming to
support multi-stream (or multi-layer) transmission in multi-antenna wireless communications.
Another FDE receivers supported the iterative block decision-feedback equalization (IBDFE), that doesn't use cryptography inside the iterative method will expeditiously exploit the
inherent space-frequency diversity of the MC-CDMA systems. In this paper we have a
tendency to discuss the combination of Pseudo-random sequence generator based iterative IA
precoding and IBDFE based Equalizer for MC-CDMA systems. The using of this sequence
generator we will be able to generate efficient pulse thus the performance might be able to
increase the performance of the system. In receiver aspect, first a linear filter is employed to
cut back the inter-user aligned interference, and so associate iterative FDE receiver is meant
to expeditiously separate the abstraction streams within the presence of residual inter-user
aligned interference at the output of the filter. The IBDFE based receiver primarily wont to
scale back the inter-user aligned interference and overall mean sq. error (MSE) at every
subcarrier in MC-CDMA and additionally scale reduce the no of iterations at the transmitter.
In this system achieves the most degrees of freedom provided by the IA precoding, and also
provide high space-diversity gain.
Keywords —Interference alignment precoding, interference channels, iterative block
equalization, MC-CDMA systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future mobile communication system needs high rate and sensible quality of service to
shoppers. The upper rate will be achieved with the employment of multi carrier system. Multi
carrier CDMA combines both DS CDMA and OFDM technique. The MC CDMA provides
high rate with optimum spectrum efficiency. Conjointly Multicarrier CDMA is powerful
technique for multipath attenuation setting.
An MC-CDMA transmitter spreads the initial information stream within the frequency
domain over completely different subcarriers employing a given spreading code. During this
system the subcarriers convey constant information at once. The MC-CDMA provides higher
frequency diversity to combat frequency selective attenuation. Therefore, MC-CDMA
benefits from OFDM characteristics such as high spectral efficiency and robustness against
multipath propagation, CDMA allows a flexible multiple access with good interference
properties. However, the user capacity of MC-CDMA system is essentially limited by
interference. This employing precoding techniques can be mitigated the interference,
iterative block decision feedback equalization (IB-DFE) based mostly receivers and different
economical interference suppression techniques, projected for various situations.
Conventional frequency domain equalization (FDE) schemes employ a linear FDE optimized
beneath the minimum mean sq. error (MMSE) criterion. Then the residual interference levels
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may still be too high, resulting in performance that's still many decibel from the matched
filter Bound (MFB). Nonlinear time-domain equalizers are known to outperform linear
equalizers and conventional, time-domain DFEs are known to have good performance
complexity tradeoffs. For this reason, there has been significant interest in the design of
nonlinear FDEs in general and frequency-domain FDEs with the IB-DFE is the most
promising nonlinear FDE. IB-DFE was originally projected and it had been extended for a
large vary of situations within the last ten years,in several different. The IB-DFE can be
provided as a low complexity turbo equalizer implemented in the frequency-domain that does
not require the channel decoder output in the feedback loop, and turbo equalizers based on
the IB-DFE concept can also be designed. An IB-DFE-based scheme specially designed for
offset constellations was also proposed. In the cooperative systems, an IB-DFE was derived
to separate the quantized received signals from the different BSs.
Recently, Analysis of interference channels has shown that every users capability on an
interference channel is one half the speed of its interference-free capability within the high
transmit power regime, no matter the amount of users. One attention-grabbing theme to with
efficiency eliminate the inter-user interference and attain a linear capability scaling is
interference alignment (IA). This recent technique permits the transmitters to align within the
unwanted users’ receive signals in any dimension, through the use of precoders. With this
strategy more interferers can be completely cancelled than with other interference
cancellation methods, thus achieving the maximum degrees of freedom (DoF). Applications
of IA include cellular networks, two-way communication networks, cooperative
communication networks, cognitive radio networks, etc. An explicit formulation of the
precoding vectors achieving IA for time or frequency selectivity channels has been presented
in. A two-stage optimization of the precoding and decoding matrices in the 3-MIMO constant
interference channels was proposed.
As closed-form resolution for constant channels remains unknown except with three users,
iterative algorithms are projected for an capricious variety of transmitter-receiver pairs. In
some samples of iterative algorithms were conferred, wherever advantage of the reciprocity
of wireless networks to realize interference alignment with solely native channel state data
(CSI) data at every node is taken. An MMSE-based iterative IA theme was projected in.
Many iterative linear precoding styles exploitation alternating decrease were projected. Most
of those iterative algorithms need important variety of iteration to align the inter-user
interference and exchange of data between the transmitter-receiver pairs at every step.
In this paper we have a tendency to take into account MIMO MC-CDMA systems with
iterative IA precoding at transmitter and iterative frequency-domain receivers supported the
IB-DFE idea. To the simplest of our data joint IA-precoding and IB-DFE based mostly
equalizer for MC-CDMA systems has not been self-addressed within the literature. However,
they can’t by themselves expeditiously exploit the space-frequency diversity inherent of the
MIMO MC-CDMA systems. On the opposite hand, IB-DFE based mostly receivers square
measure renowned to be one amongst the foremost economical techniques to use this spacefrequency diversity. Therefore, this mix permits North American country to style a system
that's ready to bring home the bacon most DoF (number of abstraction stream per sub-carrier)
and exploit the high diversity order inherent to those systems. Within the projected theme the
chips square measure IA-precoded rather than the information symbols as in narrow band or
OFDM-based systems. The projected receiver structure is meant in 2 steps: initial a linear
filter is employed to mitigate the inter-user aligned interference, then an IB-DFE based
mostly equalizer is utilized to expeditiously separate the abstraction streams. The matrices for
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this non-linear space-frequency equalizer square measure obtained by minimizing the general
mean sq. error (MSE) of all knowledge streams at every subcarrier. within the style of the
equalizer, we have a tendency to expressly take into consideration the residual inter-user
interference, permitting not solely an economical separation of the abstraction streams
however additionally a discount the amount of iteration within the IA procedure, and
therefore additionally reducing the knowledge required to be changed between the various
transmitter-receiver pairs. It is more, we have a tendency to propose a straightforward,
however correct Analytical approach for getting the performance of the projected receiver
structure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the MIMO IAprecoded MC-CDMA system model. Section III, starts by in short presenting the iterative IAprecoding thought-about during this paper. Then, the projected receiver structure is conferred
intimately and an Analytical approach for getting the performance is mentioned. Section IV
presents the most performance results, each numerical and Analytical. The conclusions are
going to be drawn in Section V.
Notation: Throughout this paper, we'll use the subsequent notations. minuscule letters,
boldface minuscule letters and boldface majuscule letters square measure used for scalars,
vectors and matrices, severally (.)H , (.)T , and (.)∗ represents the complicated conjugate
transpose, transpose, and sophisticated conjugate operators, E [.] represents the expectation
operator, IN is that the scalar matrix of size
N • N , CN (. , .) denotes a circular symmetric
complicated Gaussian vector, {α} represents a L-length block, tr(A) is that the trace of
matrix A, and vminP (A) is that the matrix whose columns square measure the eigenvectors
reminiscent of the P smallest eigenvalues of matrix A.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We take into account a K-user MIMO interference channel with constant coefficients on a
per-subcarrier basis. It includes K transmitter-receiver pairs sharing an equivalent physical
channel, wherever a given transmitter solely intends to possess its Pk abstraction knowledge
symbols on every subcarrier decoded by one receiver.
while not loss of generality, we tend to take into account a tend to take into account a
bilaterally symmetric case wherever all transmitters and receivers have M Antennas, and Pk =
P ∀k , that is denoted by associate (M,M,K) interference channel with P knowledge symbols
per subcarrier. it's been shown that for K ≤ 3, the amount of abstraction DoF possible in
associate (M,M,K) interference channel is
< 2M –1.
Antenna

s/p

IA
Precoding

IFFT

CSI

Fig. 1 IA Precoding Based Transmitter.
Therefore, our system achieves KM/2 and Pt abstraction DoF per-subcarrier for K ≤ 3 and K
> 3 , severally. As will be seen, each of the P L-length knowledge symbols blocks,
;
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k=1,…K , p=1 ,… P,l=0,…,L-1} , is wherever the constellation image
hand-picked
from the info in keeping with given mapping rule, is unfold into L chips victimization
orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes, resulting in the block{
; p = 1, . . ., P, l = 0, . . ., L 1}. Then, a collection of P chips (one of every block) is weighted by associate IA-precoding
matrix. Note that here the American state-precoding is applied on a chip level rather than
knowledge level as within the typical IA systems. The signal once the American state
precoding at the kth transmitter subcarrier l will be written
=
The precoding signals are mapped into the OFDM symbol and the cyclic prefix (CP) is
inserted. The received frequency-domain signal (i.e., after cyclic prefix removal and FFT
operation) for the kth receiver and the lth subcarrier is given by
=

+

+

It provided that the cyclic prefix is long enough to account for various overall channel
impulse responses between the transmitters and therefore the receivers (i.e., as well as
transmit and receive filters, multipath propagation effects and variations within the time-ofarrival for various transmitter-to-receiver links).
The size-M × M matrix H k, j,l denotes the channel between the transmitter j and receiver k on
subcarrier l, where H(k,j,liid) contains the quick attenuation coefficients that is assumed to own
i.i.d CN (0, 1) entries (independent, identically distributed advanced traditional random
variables) and αk,j represents the future channel power on a similar link. nk,l is the additive
white mathematician noise (AWGN) vector at receiver k on subcarrier l, i.e., nk,l ∼ CN (0,
σn2IM ).
Antenna
FFT

Linear
Filter

IBDFE

CSI

Fig. 2 IBDFE Based Receiver structure.
The detection procedure is finished in 2 steps: first a linear filter is employed to mitigate the
aligned user’s interference. Thus, the signal when the filtering method is given by
k,l =

H k,k,l W k,l s k,l +

k,j,l W j,l

sj,l +

n k,l

denotes the linear receiving filter. Second, a non-linear equalizer supported IBwhere
DFE principle is intended to with efficiency separate the spatial P L-length knowledge block,
considering the equivalent channels provided by the primary block.
III. ITERATIVE EQUALIZER DESIGN
In this section we tend to begin by concisely reviewing the iterative minimum interference
outflow (IL) IA precoding algorithmic rule. We tend to solely elect this iterative Iowa for
simplicity, however our iterative second step equalizer structure will be simply extended
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considering different iterative Iowa schemes. Then, the planned non-linear iterative spacefrequency equalizer is conferred very well.
A. IA Precoders
In constant MIMO interference channel, closed type solutions are found in mere some
specific cases (e.g. K ≤ 3), so we tend to think about associate degree iterative approach for a
general case. The aim is to precode the signal at transmitter j in such some way that the
interference caused by that transmitter in receiver k, with k ≠ j, is almost orthogonal to a
mathematical subspace of its receive space. This topological space, with orthonormal basis
Φk,l, associate degreed precoders are put together designed to optimize an applicable price
perform. The iterative interference outflow algorithmic rule minimizes the entire IL that
continues to be at every receiver when trying to cancel the aligned interference by left
multiplication with ΦHk,l for every user k. the worldwide perform to optimize is
H k,J,,l W J,l ||2F
IL =
which is sometimes denoted by IL. The optimization downside will be developed as at the
highest of future page. An easy approach to resolve this downside is to use associate degree
alternating minimization procedure. This algorithmic rule takes the subsequent iterative form:
Define an arbitrary orthogonal basis Φk,l for each receiver subspace on each subcarrier. Find
the precoder matrix Wj,l such that each node has maximum squared Euclidean distance
between it and the subspace spanned by the columns of each
by Using
W j ,l =
Update the receiver orthonormal subspaces in step with
=
Repeat steps till convergence. this will be allotted till IL(t) < ε if conditions are met, or
(t − 1) − IL (t)| < ε otherwise, for an arbitrary threshold ε. The index t refers to the iteration
variety and it absolutely was born within the higher than equations for simplicity.
IL

The mathematical space Φk,l is reserved for every k’s signal (i.e., for every user) on each
subcarrier, therefore the Iowa at receiver k on subcarrier l is ideally orthogonal to the current
mathematical space. Then, every receiver should still separate the specified spatial streams
when the interference aligned has been eased with left multiplication of ΦHk,l. a typical
MMSE linear equalizer are often used for this purpose. Therefore, within the standard
receiver a linear equalizer Gk,l is made by multiplying ΦHk,l and therefore the linear spatial
equalizer k,l, which neglects the residual repose user aligned interference and equalizes
solely the specified signal,
min
so that Gk,l =
vector sk,l.

k,l

IL ({

},{

. Then the vector

})s.t.
k,l

= Gk,l

k,l

is the estimate of the original transmit

B. Iterative Equalizer Design
It is well known that for MC-CDMA systems, linear filter is not efficient to separate the
spatial streams due to the residual inter-carrier interference (ICI). In the context of IA based
systems, it also neglects the residual inter user aligned interference. Therefore, a conventional
equalizer design may not be the best strategy. As mentioned, the subspace
should be
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ideally orthogonal to interference aligned subspace, but full orthogonality may be not
possible for some practical scenarios and/or requires a significant number of iterations . Thus,
we design a new non-linear receiver structure based on IB-DFE principles which also takes
into account the residual inter-user interference so that perfect alignment constraint can be
relaxed. This receiver is quite efficient to separate the P L-length data symbol blocks, even
for the case where the system suffers from residual inter-user interference, and thus the full
orthogonality requirement can be relaxed.
The main blocks of the IB-DFE based procedure. For each iteration we detect all P L-length
data blocks of the kth receiver, in a parallel way, using the most updated estimated of the
transmit data symbols to cancel the residual interference, that it couldn't be off within
the initial equalizer block. Thus, our receiver can be regarded as an iterative parallel
interference cancellation (PIC). However, as with conventional IB-DFE based
mostly receivers, we have a tendency to take into consideration the responsibility of the block
data estimates for each detection procedure. At the ith iteration, the signal at kth receiver on lth
subcarrier, before the despreading operation is given by,
=
where
Setting

k,l

-

∈ CP×P denoting the feedforward matrix and
= H k,j,l W j,l can be rewritten as
yk,l =

j,l

+

∈ CP×P is the feedback matrix.

n k,l

For normalized QPSK constellations (i.e. d(i−1)k,p,l = ±1±j) the average values are given by
=

+ j tanh

The correlation coefficients defined as

For a given iteration and at each receiver, the iterative non-linear equalizer is characterized by
the coefficients F(i) k,l and B(i) k,l. These coefficients are computed to minimize the average
bit error rate (BER) of all P streams and for a
QPSK constellation with Gray mapping the BER of the kth receiver, can be approximately
given
Q
where Q(x) denotes the Gaussian perform and MSE(i)
the spreading samples given by,

k,l

is that the overall mean sq. error of

we can see that to minimize the average BER at each receiver, we need to minimize the
overall MSE at each subcarrier. The optimization problem can be formulated as,
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We use the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions to unravel the optimization at every step
with nearly one variable mounted. The Lagrangian related to this drawback is written by,

where

is the Lagrangian multiplier.

The Lagrangian number is chosen, at every iteration i, to make sure that the constraint
is fulfilled. It should be pointed out that for the first iteration (i=1) is
a null matrix and
is a null vector.
Considering the proposed receiver scheme of Fig. 2, where the standard MMSE/ZF
equalizer is replaced by our proposed IB-DFE equalizer, we slightly increase the complexity
of this block. However, it should be emphasized that the main complexity issues come from
the computation of matrix , and to compute it we only need to invert a P X P matrix on each
subcarrier, irrespective to the number of Antennas and users. Although, the complexity of the
equalizer block is increased, the complexity to compute the joint precoders and filters
(iterative IA procedure) can be significantly reduced (the fully orthogonally constraint can be
relaxed) since our equalizer is designed to deal with the residual inter-user aligned
interference. As a consequence of this reduction in the number of iterations, the information
needed to be exchanged between the different transmitter-receiver pairs is reduced.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section we present a set of performances results, Analytical and numerical, for the
proposed receiver structure (IA equalizer with IB-DFE based equalizer). The FFT size is set
to 128 and a QPSK constellation under Gray mapping rule is considered. The channels
between every transmitter and receiver try area unit unrelated and severely time-dispersive,
each with wealthy multipath propagation and unrelated Rayleigh fading for different
multipath components. Also, we assume perfect channel state information and
synchronization. Our performance results are presented in terms of the average bit error rate
(BER) as a function of Eb/N0, with Eb denoting the average bit energy and N0

Fig.A

Performance of the proposed IBDFE receiver
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Fig. A Performance of the proposed IBDFE receiver and all told eventualities we tend to
gift the theoretical and simulation average BER performances for the proposed receiver
structure. For the sake of comparisons we also include the matched filter bound (MFB). In all
these, the number of iteration for the IA procedure was set to 100, this number was found
enough to have free inter-user aligned interference.
Its starting by analysing the results bestowed in, it's clear that the projected analytical
approach is very precise for the first iteration, where the IB-DFE based equalizer reduces to a
linear MMSE-based frequency domain equalizer, since Ψ(0)k is a null matrix and sk,l is a null
vector.
Although there is a small difference between theoretical and simulated results for the
subsequent iterations, our Analytical approach is still accurate, with various of just a few
tenths of dB. The difference is slightly higher for the second iteration, decreasing as we
increase the number of iterations. This behavior is a consequence of the accuracy of the
Gaussian approximation that is behind our theoretical results. For a severely time-dispersive
channel with rich multipath propagation the ISI is high, which validates the Gaussian
approximation of the residual interference after the first iteration. For the second iteration we
reduce significantly the ISI, which makes the Gaussian approximation less accurate.
However, as we in-crease the number of iterations we remove almost entirely the ISI and we
converge to a noise-only scenario where, once again, the Gaussian approximation is valid.
Errors in the computation of the reliability of the estimates employed in the feedback loop
(which are only accurate for the first iteration (zero reliability) and when we have very low
BER (which means that the estimates are accurate, i.e., its reliability is 1)) also contribute to
higher differences between theoretical and simulated results especially at the second iteration.
As expected, the BER performance improves with the iterations and its can be observed that
for the 4th iteration the performance is close the one obtained by the MF.
This scenario the IB-DFE based equalizer must deal with inter-block interference, since 2
128-length blocks are transmitted simultaneously by each transmitter, and residual intercarrier interference. Therefore, the proposed scheme is quite efficient to separate the spatial
streams and achieve the high diversity order inherent to this scenario, with only a few
iterations. We basically can arrive at the same conclusions as for the results obtained in the
previous scenario. This additional number of Antennas is used to increase the overall DoF
keeping the inherent diversity at the same level and thus the performance is basically the
same.

Fig.B Performance of the proposed IA Precoding transmitter
Fig. B shows the Performance of the IA Precoding transmitter. In this case the inter-user
aligned interference cannot be neglected and may have a significant impact on the system
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performance. From these figures, we can see that the Analytical approach proposed for the
receiver structure is accurate, as in the previous scenarios.
It can be seen that the performance degradation for the first iteration is significant when
compared with previous steps (about 2dB for BER= 10 −2). This means that our proposed
scheme is able to efficient mitigate the residual inter-user interference. Thus also reducing the
information needed to be exchanged between the different transmitter-receiver pairs.
The significant performance impact that the residual inter-user aligned interference may
cause if not taking into account on the design of the second equalizer, mainly for lower BER
values. These results clearly show the robustness of our proposed receiver structure to the
residual inter-user aligned interference.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have a tendency to discuss the combination of Pseudo-random sequence
generator based iterative IA precoding, at the transmitter with IB-DFE based equalizer at the
receiver for MC-CDMA systems. The using of this sequence generator we will be able to
generate efficient pulse thus the performance might be able to increase the performance of the
system. In receiver aspect, first a linear filter is employed to cut back the inter-user aligned
interference, and so associate iterative FDE receiver is meant to expeditiously separate the
abstraction streams within the presence of residual inter-user aligned interference at the
output of the filter. The iterative block decision-feedback equalizer (IB-DFE) conception
permitting important performance enhancements, notably for totally loaded systems and high
spreading factors.
The IBDFE based receiver primarily wont to scale back the inter-user aligned interference
and overall mean sq. error(MSE) at every subcarrier in MC-CDMA And additionally scale
back the no of iterations at the transmitter. we have a tendency to additionally projected a
straightforward, however correct Analytical approach for getting the performance of the MC
CDMA.
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